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Length
Please compare with the last editions which are available on www.zbdw.de, 'Ausgaben'. An article
introducing the main topic should have approximately 24'000, other articles 16'000 letters (including
spaces and references). Please use the counting system of your word processor.

Summary
A summary text of 5-7 lines should be added to your article.

Information about the authors
We would like to publish brief information (2-3 lines) about the author(s). Please add some
information about yourself and your postal or e-mail address which could be included in the
publication.

File format
Preferably, the text should be sent in RTF-format (available in any word processor) or DOC-Format
(Microsoft Word). In order to save time and efforts, please use the spell-check before sending the
document.

Charts, pictures and tables
Tables should be used from the word processor (the program you are using) and not from any other
source. If possible, send charts and pictures in a separate file. With charts, please use WMF, EMF or
JPEG/JPG formats. Pictures should be sent in JPG format, if the picture is very small, please use TIFF
format in order to avoid losses. We don't ask for any special picture size (dpi etc.) because it requires
specific know-how. However, pictures should be sent in the best available resolution. In case of
scanning, please use 200 dpi.
Within the text and for the legend, please add a reference for the picture/chart as follows:
[picture_5.jpg]. Angled and not round brackets should be used as shown in the example. Please make
sure in advance that the journal has the right to use the pictures. If necessary, add a information about
the users right.

Remarks, literature
The journal uses for remarks endnotes and not footnotes. References to literature in the
bibliography within the text should be formatted as follows: (Last name Author Year) or (Last name
Author Year: Page number). Please arrange the bibliography alphabetically and do not use capital
letters. The design of the bibliography should be in the following order:
LAST NAME, comma, initial of the first name [several names should be separated by "/" without
space], point, (Year), double point, title, point, place
Example: DOSKER, E. (2001): Worlds apart. Different perspectives from out of space. Toronto

Text format
The most simple way is to save this document under a different name and insert your unformatted

text. For inserting unformatted text please use "insert content" (found under paste special) or other
similar functions in your menu. Please do not use any formats like bold or underline except the ones
described below. Try to avoid indention (spaces or tabs etc.).
Continuous text
Use the style "zbdw_Text". Please insert the text left-aligned without hyphenation and only separate
paragraphs with returns (enter key).
Headings
Please use the following templates:
"zbdw_Titel" for the title
"Überschrift 1" or "Heading 1" for the heading, level of classification 1
"Überschrift 2" or "Heading 2" for the heading, level of classification 2
The lay-out of the journal only includes 2 levels of classifications.
Accentuation
Emphasis within the text (e.g. names, titles of documents, accentuations, foreign-language terms
which are not translated etc.) should only be italicised. Please do not use any hyperlinks, if necessary
deactivate the automatic inclusion of hyperlinks in your word processor.
Compilations
Please use the template
- "zbdw_Aufstellung".
1. Do not use any automatic function of your text program.
2. Insert quotes or numeration by hand followed by a tab (tab key)
Quotation
Quotations are marked with "quotations marks".
Abbreviations and indications in percentages
Please use abbreviations carefully. Common abbreviations such as "e.g." should be written without
space. In the case of percentages there should be a space between the number and the percentage sign,
e.g. "86 %". If possible us a protected space (in MS Word: Strg+Shift+Space).
Hyphen and Dash
For compound words or as replacement of words or syllable, please use hyphen as per example
(Alfred-Super-Street). Should you wish to make short pause or page indication please use dash (120156) - the dash is found by pressing Alt-0150 on your keyboard.

Procedures
One or two members of the editorial board are alternately in charge of the organisation of each
edition. However, all members of the editorial board should decide about the inclusion of your article.
Requested as well as unrequested articles are subject to the same procedures. The communication,
necessary corrections or revisions are done by the editorial board member(s) in charge.

